Carbon Footprint: Beliefs and Decisions
Investigating the impact of carbon footprint on consumer choices
A study conducted in Germany, Spain, France, Italy and the UK, December 2020

Research overview
Target group
Representative sample of populations in EU5 countries

Representative sample 16
NUTS-1 regions
500 respondents

Representative sample
14 NUTS-1 regions
500 respondents

Representative sample
12 NUTS-1 regions
500 respondents

Sample collection:
27/11/2020 - 02/12/2020
Representative sample 6
NUTS-1 regions
500 respondents

Representative sample
5 NUTS-1 regions
500 respondents

Representativity:
• Gender
• Age groups (18-60 years old)
• Region
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CO2 emissions: consumer beliefs
We asked the consumers about which product categories they believe have the highest impact on CO2 emissions per EUR/GBP spent.
‘Travel/tourism’, ‘car/automotive accessories’ and ‘home electronics’ are chosen most often as the categories with the highest CO2 emission.
They are also the categories that consumers are willing to spend less on in order to limit their carbon footprint.
Although 65% of consumers believe that travel/tourism is a notable source of CO2 emissions, less than 4 5% would decrease spending in this
particular category in order to limit their carbon footprint.
Thinking about climate change and CO2 emission, which of
the categories below do you believe have the highest CO2
emission per EUR/GBP spent? (choose 3 categories)

If you were to spend less on some product categories to limit
your carbon footprint (CO2 emission) which 3 categories
would you then choose?

Travel/tourism

65%

Car/automotive accessories

50%

Car/automotive accessories

60%

Travel/tourism

44%

Home electronics

4 0%

Home electronics

33%

Groceries

21%

Cosmetics/body care

24 %

Cosmetics/body care

21%

Clothing/footwear

19%

Clothing/footwear

19%

Restaurant/bars

18%

Restaurant/bars

15%

Home improvements

18%

Online activities

14 %

Online activities

18%

Home improvements

11%

Children's articles/toys

16%

Children's articles/toys

10%

Sport/leisure

16%

Home interior

9%

Home interior

16%

Sport/leisure

9%

Groceries

15%

Books/movies/music/games

6%

Books/movies/music/games

13%
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CO2 emissions: consumer choices
The importance of carbon footprint when the individual
consumers are choosing between products varies notably
between countries.

When choosing between two products, how important is carbon footprint
(CO2 emission) as part of your decision making process?

In Germany and France, less than 10% of consumers (8% and 9%
respectively) acknowledge that carbon footprint is a very
important part of their decision making process. In France, the
percentage of consumers selecting ‘very unimportant’ is 20%.

UK

On the other hand, 2/3 consumers in Spain claim that carbon
footprint is either somewhat important or very important when
choosing between two products - this is significantly higher than
any other country*.

IT

On average, we observe that the majority of consumers do
consider their carbon footprint when shopping for different
products, although it is only ‘very important’ for a small group.

15%

28%

17%

4 5%

30%

12%

4 0%

13%

Very unimportant

FR

20%

4 1%

30%

9%

Somewhat unimportant
Somewhat important
Very important

ES

9%

DE

9%

26%

4 7%

19%

*We analysed the data using multivariate statistical methods and found that
only Spain differs significantly from the other countries.
On average, consumers from Spain are 1.5 time more likely to find carbon
footprint a very important factor when choosing between two products.
This is when controlling for relevant factors, including gender, age and
socio-economic status.

32%

51%

8%
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DE: Choice of car

Top and bottom 3 categories for
reducing carbon footprint

In Germany, more than 53% of consumers indicate that they would choose car/automotive
accessories as one of the main three categories for decreased spending in order to reduce
carbon footprint.

Category

Of consumers who selected car/automotive accessories, 64 % would buy an electric or a
hybrid car, if they had to buy it today.

%

Car/automotive accessories

53%

Travel/tourism

4 8%

Home electronics

25%

...

This is significantly more than for consumers who did not select car/automotive accessories
for reducing carbon footprint, where only 4 8% would choose fully electric or hybrid.

...

Restaurant/bars

17%

Sport/leisure

15%

Books/movies/music/games

14 %

In a realistic scenario taking price, range etc. into account, what type of car would you buy if you were to buy it today?
Consumers who would mainly spend less on
car/automotive accessories to reduce carbon footprint
Electric
28%

Diesel
14 %

Electric
23%

Diesel/Electric
11%

Hybrid
36%
Gas
22%

Consumers who would not mainly spend less on
car/automotive accessories to reduce carbon footprint

Gas/Electric
25%

Diesel/Electric
12%
Gas
29%

Hybrid
25%
Gas/Electric
13%
Diesel
23%
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ES: Choice of car

Top and bottom 3 categories for
reducing carbon footprint

In Spain, 56% of consumers indicate that they would choose car/automotive accessories as
one of the main three categories for decreased spending in order to reduce carbon footprint.

Category

%

Car/automotive accessories

56%

Of consumers who selected car/automotive accessories, almost 75% would buy an electric or
a hybrid car, if they had to buy it today. Of those, 4 9% would buy a hybrid car, with an even
split between electric/gas and electric/diesel.

Travel/tourism

4 3%

Home electronics

29%

This is not significantly different than for consumers who did not select car/automotive
accessories for reducing carbon footprint, where 71% would buy an electric or a hybrid car.

Home improvements

15%

Groceries

14 %

Books/movies/music/games

14 %

...

...

In a realistic scenario taking price, range etc. into account, what type of car would you buy if you were to buy it today?
Consumers who would mainly spend less on
car/automotive accessories to reduce carbon footprint

Electric
25%

Consumers who would not mainly spend less on
car/automotive accessories to reduce carbon footprint

Electric
27%

Diesel/Electric
24 %

Diesel/Electric
26%

Hybrid
4 9%
Gas
15%

Hybrid
44%
Gas/Electric
25%

Diesel
11%

Gas
14 %
Diesel
15%

Gas/Electric
18%
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FR: Choice of car

Top and bottom 3 categories for
reducing carbon footprint

In France, 4 5% of consumers indicate that they would choose car/automotive accessories as
one of the main three categories for decreased spending in order to reduce carbon footprint.
This is the lowest of all EU5 countries in the study.

Category

Of consumers who selected car/automotive accessories, 63% would buy an electric or a hybrid
car, if they had to buy it today. Of those, 4 6% would buy a hybrid car, with an even split
between electric/gas and electric/diesel.
For consumers who did not select car/automotive accessories for reducing carbon footprint,
only 36% would buy a hybrid car - this is significantly lower than for consumers who did
choose the category.

%

Car/automotive accessories

4 5%

Travel/tourism

4 5%

Home electronics

44%

...

...

Sport/leisure

13%

Books/movies/music/games

11%

Groceries

11%

In a realistic scenario taking price, range etc. into account, what type of car would you buy if you were to buy it today?
Consumers who would mainly spend less on
car/automotive accessories to reduce carbon footprint

Consumers who would not mainly spend less on
car/automotive accessories to reduce carbon footprint
Electric
20%

Electric
17%

Diesel/Electric
17%

Diesel/Electric
24 %
Gas
17%

Gas
22%

Hybrid
4 6%

Diesel
20%

Hybrid
36%
Gas/Electric
19%

Gas/Electric
22%
Diesel
22%
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IT: Choice of car
In Italy, 4 9% of consumers indicate that they would choose car/automotive accessories as one
of the main three categories for decreased spending in order to reduce carbon footprint.

Top and bottom 3 categories for
reducing carbon footprint
Category

%

Car/automotive accessories

4 9%

Of consumers who selected car/automotive accessories, almost 80% would buy an electric or
a hybrid car, if they had to buy it today. An overwhelming majority (58%) would buy a hybrid
car, with an even split between electric/gas and electric/diesel.

Home electronics

38%

Travel/tourism

33%

This is significantly more than for consumers who did not select car/automotive accessories
for reducing carbon footprint, where only 4 5% would choose a hybrid car.

Clothing/footwear

14 %

Books/movies/music/games

14 %

Sport/leisure

13%

...

...

In a realistic scenario taking price, range etc. into account, what type of car would you buy if you were to buy it today?
Consumers who would mainly spend less on
car/automotive accessories to reduce carbon footprint

Electric
21%

Diesel
12%

Electric
24 %

Diesel/Electric
30%
Hybrid
58%

Gas
9%

Consumers who would not mainly spend less on
car/automotive accessories to reduce carbon footprint

Gas/Electric
28%

Diesel/Electric
25%
Hybrid
4 5%

Gas
15%

Diesel
16%

Gas/Electric
20%
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UK: Choice of car

Top and bottom 3 categories for
reducing carbon footprint

In the UK, 51% of consumers indicate that they would choose car/automotive accessories as
one of the main three categories for decreased spending in order to reduce carbon footprint.

Category

%

Travel/tourism

51%

Of consumers who selected car/automotive accessories, 63% would buy an electric or a hybrid
car, if they had to buy it today. Of those, 36% would buy a hybrid car, and 25% specifically a
gas/electric hybrid.

Car/automotive accessories

4 9%

Home electronics

27%

This is not significantly different than for consumers who did not select car/automotive
accessories for reducing carbon footprint, where 60% would buy an electric or a hybrid car.

Home interior/furnishing

17%

Online activities

15%

Children's articles/toys

14 %

...

...

In a realistic scenario taking price, range etc. into account, what type of car would you buy if you were to buy it today?
Consumers who would mainly spend less on
car/automotive accessories to reduce carbon footprint
Electric
27%

Diesel
17%

Electric
32%

Diesel/Electric
11%

Hybrid
36%

Gas
20%

Consumers who would not mainly spend less on
car/automotive accessories to reduce carbon footprint

Gas/Electric
25%

Diesel/Electric
8%

Hybrid
28%

Gas
19%
Diesel
21%

Gas/Electric
20%
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About Opeepl

Opeepl is a full-service consumer insights company which provides clients with insights and data on a global scale. We are
working with all consumer sectors and serve clients such as Nestlé, Ford, Colgate-Palmolive and Google among many
others.

TRUE GLOBAL REACH

REAL CONSUMERS

ADVANCED REPORTING

Get insights from consumers
everywhere in the world. Our
proprietary technology ensures a true
global reach from more than 800
million consumers in 150 countries.

Opeepl’s sampling technology ensures
the best engagement with real normal
consumers. We do no use overexposed
panels but recruit a new specific
audience for each study.

Follow data gathering live in our online
dashboard, perform analysis or get
bespoke data analysis and reporting
from our expert data scientists.
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CONTACT US

Opeepl HQ
Emil Holms Kanal 14
DK 2300
Copenhagen
DENMARK

Opeepl NL
Barbara Strozzilaan
101 1083 HN
Amsterdam
NETHERLANDS

Phone DK: +4 5 3121 8608
Phone NL: +31 6 2718
6395
e: contact@opeepl.com
w: www.opeepl.com
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